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In this paper, lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite thermal field insulation materials were fabricated by the process method of long carbon fiber airflow netting-needle punching forming felt-resin impregnation-molding curing-high-temperature carbonization and graphitization. The microscopic morphology, conductivity, bending strength, and thermal conductivity of carbon/carbon fiber composites were measured by using the scanning electron microscope (SEM), four probes, electronic universal testing machine, and thermal analyzer. The results show that the long carbon fiber in the carbon/carbon fiber composite forms a three-dimensional structure of X-Y-Z with a density of 0.16 ± 0.02 g/cm³, which makes the composite material have excellent thermal insulation performance at high temperature, and the conductivity is 1452.4 S/m (plane direction) and 182.8 S/m (perpendicular to the plane direction), the compressive strength is 0.2 MPa (plane direction) and 1.31 MPa (perpendicular to the plane direction), the bending strength is 0.24 MPa (plane direction) and 1.1 MPa (perpendicular to the plane direction), and the thermal conductivity is 0.076 W/(mK) (25°C) and 0.17 W/(mK) (1200°C), respectively. The above process methods and test results will provide the application of the carbon/carbon fiber composite in the solar polysilicon furnace, single crystal silicon furnace, semiconductor furnace, sapphire furnace, fiber drawing furnace, and high-end metallurgical heat treatment furnaces, as well as applications in other high-temperature insulation environments, and also provide some suggestions in these insulation applications.

1. Introduction

Most of the growth of the silicon crystal, silicon carbide crystal, and sapphire crystal needs to be carried out at a temperature higher than 1500°C. At this temperature, metal materials and alloy materials have melted, while ceramic materials cannot meet the actual needs because of the difficulties in forming large parts and high cost. Carbon fiber is used in the field of high-temperature insulation, especially in the field of crystal growth, because of its excellent mechanical properties, high temperature resistance (higher than 2000°C in inert atmosphere) [1, 2], and heat preservation performance. In addition, the molding method of carbon/carbon fiber composite materials is relatively easy to
Carbon fiber composites have higher mechanical strength, and traditional carbon fiber felt materials are lightweight but can pollute the thermal field environment. Compared with the short fiber, long fiber is longer, and the dust is less, which is not easy to form. Low-density carbon/carbon fiber insulation composites are widely used in the single crystal silicon furnace, solar polycrystal silicon furnace, high-end metallurgical heat treatment furnace, sapphire furnace, fiber drawing furnace, and semiconductor furnace, as well as applications in other high-temperature insulation environments, due to their excellent high-temperature insulation performance, high temperature resistance, low impurity content, and high strength [10–15].

Lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composites can be prepared from carbon fiber materials (or fiber felts) by impregnating resin-molding curing-high temperature graphitization. Lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composites can be divided into two categories according to the fiber length, and the two categories of molding methods are also different. The two categories are (a) short-cut carbon/carbon fiber composite (fiber lengths in the order of millimeters, such as 3–5 mm) and (b) long-fiber carbon/carbon fiber composite (fiber lengths in centimeters, such as 10 cm–15 cm) [16–18].

(a) Short-cut carbon/carbon fiber composite is represented by SGL group of Germany and Morgan Corporation of the United States. (a) The short-cut carbon/carbon fiber composite is mainly prepared by impregnating phenolic resin with short-cut fiber, pouring into the mold, molding, and graphitization at high temperature. The method has the advantages that the preparation process is relatively short, the felt is not prepared, and the cost is relatively low. Its disadvantage is that the fiber in the material presents X-Y-Z isotropy, and the Z-direction fiber is easy to transfer heat, resulting in poor insulation performance. At the same time, because the fiber is short, the fiber is easy to fall off, the dust is relatively large, and it is easy to pollute the thermal field environment. (b) Long-fiber carbon/carbon fiber composite is represented by the product of Kureha Chemical of Japan. Long-fiber carbon/carbon fiber composite is prepared by long-fiber felt impregnation-molding curing-graphitization at high temperature. Compared with the short-fiber carbon/carbon fiber composite, long-fiber carbon/carbon fiber composite has more felting process. The cost of the preparation process of the long-fiber carbon/carbon fiber composite increases due to the felting process, but it also brings advantages in performance. The carbon/carbon fiber composite prepared by the long-fiber method has an X-Y-Z anisotropic structure, the fiber arrangement is mainly in the X-Y plane direction, and the Z-direction fiber rarely plays only a reinforcing role. This anisotropic structure makes the composite material have better thermal insulation performance. In addition, the fiber length is longer, and the dust is less, which is not easy to pollute the thermal field environment. Compared with the traditional carbon fiber felt materials, lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composites have higher mechanical strength, easy installation, high temperature steam erosion resistance, and long service life due to the adhesion of carbon to carbon fiber felt.

In the traditional process of preparing the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite with the long fiber, the carbon fiber felt is usually made by weaving the preoxidized fiber and then carbonizing at high temperature. The shrinkage of the carbon fiber felt is relatively large, which is easy to make the carbon/carbon fiber composite layered. In addition, the traditional method has a long process, increased uncontrollable factors, and low yield. Our team cooperated with Hangzhou Vulc New Materials Technology Co., Ltd. to solve a series of technological problems and formed a set of innovative preparation process of high temperature resistance, heat preservation, and lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite. The innovation lies in the following two points. (a) Long carbon fiber is used to prepare lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite, and the thermal insulation performance of the prepared carbon/carbon fiber composite is better than that of the short-cut fiber. (b) The direct use of carbon fiber airflow netting-needle forming felt process instead of preoxidized fiber airflow netting-needle punching-carbonization process reduces the process steps and avoids product shrinkage due to carbonization.

One of the most important properties of the carbon/carbon fiber composite in the use of high-temperature furnaces is the thermal insulation property, so it is necessary to study the thermal conductivity of the carbon/carbon fiber composite based on the previous research [19]. In our previous research, the thermal conductivity of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite was studied by means of the heat flow meter method, and its mechanism was studied. In this paper, the thermal conductivity of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite through the guarded hot plate apparatus will be studied. At the same time, the degree of graphitization of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is related to the high temperature resistance of the carbon/carbon fiber composite. This paper will measure the graphitization of the material through the study of electrical conductivity. The mechanical properties of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite are related to the dimensional stability of the carbon/carbon composite, which is related to the thermal field stability of the high-temperature furnace. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite have also been studied. The effects of the X-Y-Z three-dimensional structure on the thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, and mechanical properties of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite were also studied. At the same time, the mechanism of influence was also studied. It is expected to provide some advice for the application of high-temperature equipment such as crystal growth and high-temperature heat treatment.

2. Experimental


Carbon fiber: model SYT45, 12K, Zhongfu Shenyang Carbon Fiber Co., Ltd.
2.2. Sample Preparation. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the preparation process of the carbon/carbon fiber composite. The preparation process includes carbon fiber long-fiber cutting-airflow netting-needle punching forming felt-resin impregnation-molding-curing-high temperature carbonization and graphitization, which will be explained in the following.

(a) Airflow netting: the long fibers (100 mm–150 mm) (Figure 1(a)) are made into a web embryo by airflow netting forming technology. The fibers in the web embryo are arranged randomly and disorderly to form an X-Y structure. There is almost no binding force between the fibers, and it is very easy to disperse.

(b) Needle punching forming felt: part of the carbon fibers on the X-Y plane is transformed into carbon fibers in the Z direction through the needle punching forming method [20] (Figure 1(b)). The existence of Z-up fibers increases the binding force between the fiber layers, making the fiber felt a soft felt with the X-Y-Z structure. There is no fiber shrinkage phenomenon in the process of airflow forming, so the performance of the carbon fiber soft felt is better than that of the preoxidized felt. At the same time, the type, diameter, and three-dimensional structure of the carbon fiber used in the soft felt will have an impact on the thermal insulation performance of the soft felt. The long carbon fiber alignment anisotropy X-Y plane to Z-direction fiber fraction ratio is (50–250) : 1. The carbon fiber soft felt body weight is 500 g/m²–900 g/m², the carbon fiber felt thickness is 10 mm, and the carbon fiber felt width is >1500 mm.

(c) Resin impregnation: phenolic solution and ethanol are mixed to form phenolic/ethanol solution in order to fully impregnate the carbon fiber soft felt (Figure 1(c)). The solid content of the phenolic solution is controlled to 30–40%. The mass ratio of the carbon fiber soft felt to the phenolic resin is 1 : 1–1.5. The spray immersion must be uniform. After spray impregnation, the ethanol resin must be recovered by drying, and the ethanol content of the impregnated felt should be controlled below 5%.

(d) Molding curing: the soft felt/phenolic composite is pressure-cured (Figure 1(d)). The curing temperature is from room temperature to 175°C, and the curing time is 3 to 6 hours. The force is 30 t.

(e) Carbonization and graphitization: the cured soft felt/phenolic composite is carbonized and graphitized in a high-temperature furnace to remove the phenolic resin (Figure 1(e)). In the process of high-temperature carbonization, the phenolic resin decomposes into carbon, and the composite material shrinks. The thickness of the composite material can be controlled by the mold. The temperature will rise from the room temperature step to 2400°C, and the air pressure will be controlled at 10–800 Pa. The prepared C/CF composite size can reach 1500 mm × 1500 mm. The thickness can be 40 mm, 45 mm, and 50 mm as needed.

2.3. Characterization

2.3.1. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The internal microscopic morphology of the carbon/carbon fiber composite was characterized by scanning electron microscopy of model S-2150 (Hitachi Corp., Japan). The SEM image includes scanning in both directions parallel to the plane direction and perpendicular to the plane direction.

2.3.2. Thermal Conductivity Test. The thermal conductivity of carbon/carbon fiber compositions was tested by the guarded hot plate method according to ISO 8302:1991 IDT (Thermal insulation-Determination of steady-state thermal resistance and related properties-Guarded hot plate apparatus). The sample size was 300 mm × 300 mm × 50 mm. The density of the sample was 0.16 g/cm³. The thermal conductivity was measured at 25°C and 1200°C.

2.3.3. Volume Resistivity Test. The volume resistivity of the carbon/carbon fiber composite was tested using the four-probe method. Schematic diagram of resistivity test by the four-probe method is shown in Figure 2. The current I is supplied by a constant current source (Agilent E3633A), and the voltage is measured using a Hioki data logger (8421-51). Carbon/carbon fiber block is sandwiched between two thick copper sheets (200 μm), and the current terminals are, respectively, connected to two opposite copper sheets. The diameter of the voltage probe is 0.3 mm. The test is divided into two directions (plane direction and perpendicular to the plane direction). Figure 3 shows the carbon/carbon fiber composite resistivity test directions. Three sets of data are measured in each direction.

The resistance of the tested carbon/carbon fiber composite can be measured by the four-probe method. The resistance formula is $R = \rho L/S$, where $R$ is the resistance ($\Omega$), $L$ is the material length (m), $S$ is the electrode contact area ($\text{mm}^2$), and $\rho$ is the resistivity ($\Omega\cdot\text{m}$). The electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) can be calculated by the formula $\sigma = 1/\rho = L/RS$; the unit of electrical conductivity is $\text{S/m}$.

2.3.4. Mechanical Performance Test. The compressive strength and the bending strength of carbon/carbon fiber composites were tested by a SANS microcomputer control electronic universal testing machine (model CMT4804, Shenzhen Xinsansi Material Technology Co., Ltd) according to ISO844:2004 (Rigid Cellular Plastics-Determination of Compression Properties) and ISO 1209-2:2004 (Rigid Cellular Plastics-Determination of Flexural Properties-Part 2: Determination of Flexural Strength and Apparent Flexural Modulus of Elasticity). The size of the compression sample is 50 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm, and the number of test samples is 10, 5
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the preparation process of the carbon/carbon fiber composite. (a) Airflow netting. (b) Needle punching forming felt. (c) Resin impregnation. (d) Molding curing. (e) Carbonization and graphitization.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of resistivity test by the four-probe method.

Figure 3: Carbon/carbon fiber composite resistivity test directions: (a) perpendicular to the plane direction; (b) plane direction.
for side compression and 5 for forward compression. At the same time, in order to study the recoverability of the Z direction, three compression tests were repeated on the same sample to see the change of compressive strength, and the mechanism of compression failure was studied. The dimensions of the bending samples are 120 mm × 25 mm × 20 mm (front bend) and 120 mm × 20 mm × 25 mm (side bend). Both the compression and the bending rates are 10 mm/min.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Carbon/Carbon Fiber Composites. Figure 4 shows carbon/carbon fiber composites. It can be seen from Figure 4(a) that the size of the carbon fiber composite plate can be 1500 mm × 1500 mm or even larger according to the size of carbon fiber felt used and the control of mold. The carbon/carbon fiber composite plate surface is flat, which can achieve seamless heat preservation in the surface and improve the heat preservation effect when preparing large heat preservation field materials. It can be seen from the profile material in Figure 4(b) that the long-fiber carbon/carbon fiber composite can not only be used as the plate but also be fully competent for the profile material, and the size of the profile material can be very accurate. In addition, the surface of the profile material can also be treated with special coating, such as graphite coating, Hf-based antioxidation coating, silicon carbide coating, boron nitride coatings, and other coatings [21–31].

Figure 4(c) shows the cross section of the carbon/carbon fiber composite plate. From Figure 4(c), it can be seen that carbon fibers are distributed layer by layer, and some vertical fibers are caused by needling during the forming process. The layered structure is composed of carbon fiber felts in the X-Y plane, and the Z-direction fibers perpendicular to the X-Y plane are formed by needling. Finally, the carbon/carbon fiber composite forms an X-Y-Z three-dimensional structure. The fiber structure of the X-Y plane is loose, and the existence of Z-direction needled fibers can make the loose X-Y fibers form a tight structure. In Figure 4(d), ring-shaped parts, the layered structure of the carbon/carbon fiber composite can be seen very clearly. The continuous fiber felt ensures that the ring carbon/carbon fiber composite becomes a whole so that the carbon fibers are closely combined, thus having high strength. The X-Y-Z three-dimensional microstructure of the carbon/carbon fiber composite will be shown in the SEM images.

The density of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is 0.16 ± 0.02 g/cm³. It is much lower than the high-density carbon/carbon composite. This kind of low-density network felt structure gives the material superior heat preservation performance, which will be described next in detail.

3.2. Microstructure Characterization and Thermal Conductivity Analysis of Carbon/Carbon Fiber Composites. Figure 5 shows the SEM images of carbon/carbon fiber composites. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the microscopic topography of the carbon/carbon fiber composite inner surface which is parallel to the laminate. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the microscopic topography of the carbon/carbon fiber composite section which is vertical to the laminate. It can be seen from Figures 5(a) and 5(b) that the carbon fibers are disorderly overlapped, and some overlapped positions are adhered in the red circle (Figure 5(b)). The adhesion position is due to the residual carbon material after graphitization of the phenolic resin impregnated. This can enhance the strength of the felt material so that the felt is not easy to loosen, and the shape is not easy to deform. That is to say, as a bonded carbon structure, it can maintain the stability of the overall structure of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite. The bonded carbon structure can make the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite have certain mechanical strength and play an important role in strengthening, which will be described in the following chapters on the compressive strength and the bending strength. From Figures 5(c) and 5(d), it can be seen that carbon fibers are arranged in an orderly and staggered way one by one, which is caused by the uniform fall of carbon fiber felt layer by layer during the air flow forming process in the production process. In addition, it can be seen that each layer of the carbon fiber is staggered with each other, but almost every layer is perpendicular to the section, and there is almost no carbon fibers parallel to the section. In the yellow circle in Figure 5(c), it can be seen that there is a bunch of carbon fibers parallel to the Z direction, which is produced by acupuncture during the production process, which is conducive to improving the strength between layers. In the red circle in Figure 5(d), it can be seen that some fibers in the same layer are adhered, which is conducive to improving the strength of the same carbon fiber layer. In addition, carbon fibers are stacked very closely with few gaps. Under high-temperature conditions, they can prevent high temperature air flow into the composite and prevent the occurrence of thermal convection. This creates a very good insulation structure.

This insulation structure can be explained in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows the heat transfer model in the carbon/carbon fiber composite. Heat transfer includes heat convection, heat radiation, and heat conduction [32–34]. From Figure 5(c), the phenomenon of thermal convection can be prevented due to the close stacking of carbon fibers with few gaps. Even if there are gaps, thermal convection needs to go through a long zigzag transmission route for convection, and the heat transferred by thermal convection is relatively small. For the phenomenon of heat conduction, it can be seen from Figure 5(c) that each layer of the carbon fiber is almost perpendicular to the profile. In each layer of the carbon fiber, heat conduction is almost carried out in the carbon fiber interior (such as the fiber axis). There are only some contact points between the fiber layers. Phonon or electronic vibration is difficult to carry out in these connection contact points, so heat conduction is very small. Even if it can, it will take a long journey, so heat transfer is also very little. The above description can be shown in Figure 6. The heat conduction route is relatively zigzag, that is, most of the carbon fibers are perpendicular to the heat flow conduction direction, and there are fewer carbon fibers parallel to or deviating from the heat flow conduction direction. Even if
Figure 4: Carbon/carbon fiber composites: (a) plate material, (b) shaped material, (c) layer structure of the plate material, and (d) layer structure of the shaped material.

Figure 5: SEM images of carbon/carbon fiber composites: (a) and (b) inner surface (parallel to the laminate); (c) and (d) section (vertical to the laminate).
there are carbon fibers parallel to the heat flow conduction direction, their carbon fibers cannot pass through both sides of the composite material, so the heat transmitted by heat conduction is less.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the heat transferred by heat convection and heat conduction is very little, so the main way of heat transfer is heat radiation. Under the condition of high-temperature inertia or vacuum, heat transfer is mainly heat radiation, and there is indirect radiation in the process of heat radiation. The indirect radiation can radiate to the direction of heat transfer, further offsetting part of heat transfer. Therefore, the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite with this structure has better heat preservation effect. This kind of carbon/carbon fiber composite can play a better role in heat preservation, ensure the stability of the thermal field in the high-temperature furnace, and make the crystal growth stable.

Figure 7 shows the thermal conductivity diagram of the carbon/carbon fiber composite at room temperature and above 1200°C. In the high-temperature environment, with the increasing temperature, the thermal radiation of the carbon/carbon fiber composite increases, so the thermal conductivity also increases from 0.076 W/(mK) (25°C) to 0.170 W/(mK) (1200°C). In the high-temperature environment above 1200°C, the main way of heat transfer is heat radiation, so the purpose of heat insulation is to suppress heat radiation. In the case of constant Z-dimension, increasing the number of X-Y fiber layers by selecting fibers with small fiber diameter can reduce the internal radiation heat of the material. At present, the diameter of the carbon fiber is gradually reduced from 7 μm (T300) to 5 μm (T700), which will increase the heat insulation effect of the carbon fiber felt [35, 36].

3.3. Electrical Property Analysis of Carbon/Carbon Fiber Composites. The higher the conductivity of the carbon/carbon fiber composite, the better the conductivity of the carbon/carbon fiber material. The conductivity of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is related to the final degree of graphitization of the carbon/carbon fiber material. In general, the higher the degree of graphitization, the better the oxidation resistance of the carbon/carbon fiber material. Therefore, it is necessary to test the volume conductivity of the carbon/carbon fiber material. According to the resistance of the carbon/carbon fiber composite measured by the four-probe method, the conductivity of the carbon/carbon fiber composite can be calculated. The resistance test curves are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The electrical conductivity data table of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is shown in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 8 shows the relationship between voltage drop at both ends of the probe and current (perpendicular to the plane direction). Figure 9 shows the relationship between voltage drop at both ends of the probe and current (plane direction). Table 1 shows the electrical conductivity data of the carbon/carbon fiber composite (perpendicular to the plane direction). Table 2 shows the electrical conductivity data of the carbon/carbon fiber composite (plane direction).

It can be seen from the chart that the electrical conductivity perpendicular to the plane direction is 182.8 S/m, far less than 1452.4 S/m in the plane direction, which is determined by the three-dimensional structure of carbon/carbon fiber composite. It can be seen from the SEM images that the carbon fibers are almost all arranged along the X-Y plane, and there are few fibers in the Z direction. Carbon fibers have a certain length diameter ratio, and the electrons are easy to propagate along the fiber direction, so the electrons propagate in the X-Y plane, that is, the electrical conductivity is high. In addition, in the same transmission distance, the contact interface between the fiber and the fiber in the X-Y plane is less, and the interface resistance is small, so the electrical conductivity is high. In the Z direction, the interface is more, and the interface resistance is large, so the electrical conductivity is low. Considering the interface resistance, the conductivity in the X-Y plane direction is also higher than that in the Z direction.

3.4. Compressive Strength and Compression Mechanism Analysis of Carbon/Carbon Fiber Composites. In the high-temperature furnace, the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber
composite has many advantages with certain strength. (1) It is conducive to the installation and replacement of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite. (2) It is conducive to the stability of the shape of the heat field material, so as to ensure that the energy in the heat field can be distributed according to the simulated and designed space geometry under high-temperature conditions. The uniform distribution of heat field energy is beneficial to the growth of the crystal. (3) Certain mechanical strength can ensure that the heat field material can withstand the scour of various high-temperature gases and increase the service life of the heat field material. Figure 10 shows the compression failure process diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites. Figure 11 shows the compressive strength diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites. Lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite is a lightweight foamed material composed of carbon fiber and bonded carbon. Its density is about 0.16 g/cm³, far below the density of the high-density carbon/carbon fiber material (1.8 g/cm³). Therefore, the compressive strength will change due to the destruction of the carbon skeleton or carbon fiber skeleton and compression deformation during compression. From Figure 11(a), it can be seen that the compressive strength of the carbon/carbon fiber composite increases gradually with the increase of compression ratio. After 0.2 MPa, the increasing trend slows down, but the compressive strength is still a gradual increasing process. In the process of material compression before 0.2 MPa, due to the gap between carbon fiber layers in carbon/carbon fiber composites, the pores are gradually compressed, and the material strength is gradually increased. When the pressure is 0.2 MPa, the carbon skeleton of the bonded carbon fiber laminated materials cannot bear the pressure and is damaged. After the pressure 0.2 MPa, the gap of the carbon/carbon fiber composite continues to be compressed, and the remaining part of the carbon skeleton is also destroyed, the strength gradually increases, but the increasing trend becomes slower. In Figures 10(a) and 10(b), it can be found that, during compression, the structure of the carbon fiber felt is not damaged (which can be verified by the repeated tests below), but the distance between the carbon fiber felt layer and the layer becomes smaller, so there is no sign of damage on the overall structure of the carbon fiber block from the macrostructure.

In Figure 11(b), the compressive strength of the carbon/carbon fiber composites in the X direction (or Y direction) is between 1.31 MPa and 1.65 MPa, which is much higher than the Z-direction compressive strength (0.2 MPa). In Figure 11(b), it can be found that there is a yield point in the compression curve in the Z direction, and the compressive strength increases gradually before the yield point. After the yield point, the compressive strength curve shows a wave shape. The change trend of the compressive strength in the X (or Y) direction is different from that in the Z direction.

Table 1: Electrical conductivity data of the carbon/carbon fiber composite (perpendicular to the plane direction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L (m)</th>
<th>S (m²)</th>
<th>R (Ω)</th>
<th>(\sigma = L/RS) (S/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.004947</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.004947</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.004947</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Electrical conductivity data of the carbon/carbon fiber composite (plane direction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L (m)</th>
<th>S (m²)</th>
<th>R (Ω)</th>
<th>(\sigma = L/RS) (S/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.004947</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.004947</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.004947</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10: Compression failure process diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites: (a), (b) front compression (Z direction); (c), (d) side compression (X direction or Y direction).

Figure 11: Compressive strength diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites: (a) front compression (Z direction); (b) side compression (X direction or Y direction).
which is determined by the inhomogeneous structure of the carbon/carbon fiber composite. Figure 12 shows the compression failure mechanism diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites. In the process of compression in the Z direction, carbon/carbon fiber composites can compress in the Z direction by compressing the gap. The carbon skeleton binds the carbon fiber felt together, so if the material is compressed in the X direction (or Y direction), the fibers in other directions in the X-Y plane will block the compression (as shown in Figure 12(a)), so the compressive strength can reach above 1.31 MPa. When the pressure is large enough, the bonded carbon structure in the carbon/carbon fiber composite will be destroyed, and the carbon fiber felt will expand laterally (Figure 12(b)), and the carbon fiber felt will peel off and expand between layers. Under the action of pressure, the phenomenon of peeling between carbon fiber layers occurs continuously, so the wave shape change of pressure appears. The delamination expansion between carbon fiber layers can be verified by Figure 10(d). In Figure 10(d), obvious delamination occurs between layers of the carbon/carbon fiber composite.

The side compression (X or Y direction) caused peeling damage to the material, and the surface compression (Z direction) did not cause great macroscopic damage to the macroscopic structure of the carbon/carbon fiber material. In order to further verify the damage mechanism of the Z-direction compression on the carbon/carbon fiber material, the carbon/carbon fiber was repeatedly compressed for 3 times. Figure 13 shows the repeated front compression failure process diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites. Figure 14 shows the repeated front compressive strength diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites. As can be seen from Figure 13, after the carbon/carbon fiber material has been compressed for the first time (Figure 13(a)), the material can be restored to its original size (Figure 13(b)). After the composite (Figure 13(b)) is compressed, it can also be restored to its original size (Figure 13(c)). The dimensions of materials (Figures 13(a)–13(c)) did not change significantly, indicating that the carbon fiber felt structure of the carbon/carbon fiber composite did not undergo destructive structural changes so that the composite material could quickly restore the original macroscopic morphology. As can be seen from Figure 14, when the material is subjected to the first compression, there is a yield point at a position of 0.2 MPa, which has been analyzed from the above that the carbon bonded structure of the bonded carbon fiber felt body is broken. After the second compression, the yield point of the material disappeared, confirming the destruction of the carbon bonded structure. The material after the third compression also has no yield point, which is similar to the second time compression curve, with only minor changes, possibly due to the destruction of the microcarbon bonded structure.

Looking at the curves in Figure 14, it can be found that after 20% compression deformation, the three curves of the compressive strength of the material all reach 0.3 MPa, and the differences are not large. At the time after 20% compression deformation, the material reaches certain compression density, and the broken carbon particles play a role of skeleton support so that the material has high strength. This kind of support strength is recoverable strength. It may take several times to destroy the material, which is a better phenomenon. This ensures that the material can withstand multiple compression shocks during installation and use. Especially in high-temperature equipment, carbon/carbon fiber composite needs to withstand the impact of high-temperature, high-speed airflow. At this time, even if the carbon skeleton is destroyed, the compression recovery of the carbon/carbon fiber composite can ensure the use performance of the material.

3.5. Bending Property Analysis of Carbon/Carbon Fiber Composites. When the carbon/carbon fiber composite is subjected to the bending force, the bending strength changes. The reason for the change in the bending strength is also determined by the structure of the carbon/carbon fiber composite. That is, the bending strength of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is also determined by the bonding carbon and carbon fiber felt structure. Figure 15 shows the bending failure process diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites. Figure 16 shows the bending strength diagrams of carbon/carbon fiber composites. It can be seen from Figure 16(a) that the bending yield strength of the carbon/carbon fiber composite (Z direction) is 0.24 MPa–0.39 MPa. After the carbon/carbon fiber composite bends and yields, the strength gradually decreases. It can be seen from Figure 15(a) that, as the bending deformation increases, the carbon/carbon fiber composites show delamination in the middle position in Figure 15(b), and then, even a very large slip occurs between the layers (see both ends of the sample in Figure 15(c)). This phenomenon is due to the fact that, during the bending process, the bending deformation of the underlying felt of the carbon fiber is different from the bending deformation of the upper felt body. And after reaching certain bending strength, the carbon skeleton structure in the carbon/carbon fiber composite is broken, and the yielding phenomenon will occur. After the carbon skeleton is broken, the adhesion force between the carbon fiber felt layer and the layer is reduced. When the compression continues, the difference between the bending deformation of the upper and lower felt bodies continues to increase, and delamination and slippage of the felt body will occur. Especially in the middle position of the carbon/carbon fiber composite, the amount of deformation of the upper and lower bends is large, and delamination and slippage are also the most serious shown in Figure 15(c).

In Figure 16(b), the side bending strength of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is higher than 1.1 MPa, which is much higher than the front bending strength (0.24 MPa) in Figure 16(a). This is determined by the three-dimensional X-Y-Z structure of the carbon/carbon fiber composite. In the case of side bending, the amount of bending deformation of the lower part of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is also different from that of the upper part. At this time, the carbon/carbon fiber composite cannot achieve large deformation by slippage between carbon fiber layers. The lower part of the material is subjected to the tensile force from both
ends. After the carbon structure of the carbon/carbon fiber composite material is broken, the large deformation can be achieved only by pulling of the carbon fiber. The force of the destruction of the carbon structure plus the fiber pulling force is obviously higher than the slip force between the layers (the force of carbon structure damage), so the side bending force of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is greater than the front bending force. In Figures 15(d)–15(f), it can be seen that the side bending of the carbon/carbon fiber composite is a destructive bend. As the bending deformation increases, the fibers in the lower-middle of the sample are gradually pulled off with a small gap.
(Figure 15(e)) followed by a large gap (Figure 15(f)), and the material will eventually break.

At the same time, comparing the curves of Figures 16(a) and 16(b), it can be seen that, in Figure 16(a), the bending deformation curve is very smooth, and the bending deformation curve of Figure 16(b) rises like a wave. During the side bending process, part of the fibers in the lower-middle part of the sample will cause partial force to disappear when
it is completely pulled off, but another part of the fibers is resisting the bending and pulling force, so there is a situation of rising waves.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composites were successfully prepared by long carbon fiber airflow netting-needle punching forming felt-resin impregnation-molding curing-high-temperature carbonization and graphitization, and the microstructure, thermal conductivity, and electrical conductivity of the composites were obtained. The mechanical properties have also been studied, and the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) A lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite with the three-dimensional X-Y-Z structure was successfully prepared, and the fiber arrangement in the composite showed anisotropy.

(2) The anisotropic structure of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite makes the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite have lower thermal conductivity and better thermal insulation performance.

(3) The anisotropic structure of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite makes the composite have the electrical conductivity in-plane (1452.4 S/m), much higher than the electrical conductivity in the direction perpendicular to the plane direction (182.8 S/m).

(4) The anisotropic structure of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite makes the material have the side compressive strength (>1.31 MPa) and the side bending strength (>1.1 MPa), much higher than the front compressive strength (>0.2 MPa) and the front bending strength (>0.24 MPa). In addition, the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite has reversible front compression characteristics.

The preparation of the lightweight carbon/carbon fiber composite will provide a reference for its application in crystal growth furnaces and other high-temperature insulation environments.
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